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People with chronic lung problems
have lost the Father of Home Oxygen,
Dr. Thomas Petty, our own pulmonary
rock star. A man whose resume is 52
single-spaced pages long, is credited
with being the first one to recognize that
the use of home oxygen will benefit and
prolong the life of those with COPD.
Dr. Petty founded the National Lung
Health Education Program where his
mission was to have America “Know Your
Numbers.” He wanted you to know your
FEV1 – your Forced Expiratory Volume in
one second – as well as you know your
blood pressure. Dr. Petty and Louise Nett,
RN, made a great team, encouraging
people to stop smoking and have
pulmonary function testing. They wanted
everyone to know what COPD stands for.
Dr. Petty was the author of over 800
medical journal articles and 45 books. He
too needed to use supplemental oxygen
in his later years. Most recently, Dr. Petty
was working on an updated version of his
book, Adventures of an Oxy-Phile, which
will be finished by those closest to him.
To learn more about his work, visit
www.drtompetty.org. Our life is better
because of this leader from Colorado who
was respected by all as a great teacher
and caring friend.
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Good Nutrition Paramount in Management of COPD
Edna Fiore, a very sweet oxygen user and a very
involved advocate for those with lung problems, had
recently sent us this article from Dr. Petty. We thank her
for keeping his legacy alive.
COPD is the nation’s most rapidly growing health
problem in both men and women. It is a complex disease
affecting all elements of lung tissue, including alveoli,
airways, vessels, and supportive structure materials and
functioning counterparts, such as the cells which defend
the lung against infection. A healthy lung requires a
liberal and uninterrupted supply of nutrients. COPD is
very demanding of nutrients, not only because of its needs
to maintain the structure and function of the lung, but
also because of the many co-morbidities that surround
COPD. It has been shown that in states of even marginal
malnutrition, lung function deterioration occurs more
rapidly than when nutritional status is normal.
By nutrition, we mean food stuffs. These are the
carbohydrates, fats and proteins that we consume.
Oxygen is not food. But it allows for electron transfer that
results in high energy production. Without oxygen, cells
can metabolize for only three to four minutes before they
begin to fail. High renewal energy requires an uninterrupted oxygen and delivery system. Many vitamins are
considered essential nutrients, even though they are not
food stuffs as such. That is, their consumption does not
create calories. These are the anti-acids like glutathione
and the numerous anti-oxidant vitamins sold on the

popular market – Vitamin C, Q-10 and a wide variety
of herbal concoctions. Some have a scientific rationale
such as the prevention of osteoporosis with calcium and
Vitamin D supplements. Others are used only empirically
but widely by high population.
All necessary vitamins and micronutrients are provided
in our food supply. Millions of dollars of vitamins are used
without scientific proof of their value. In fact, some have
been proven harmful. Patients with COPD should
maintain an ideal body weight. Infection is fostered by
either low or excess weight. The key to successful
management of COPD is to treat the disease and all of
the co-morbidities simultaneously with a comprehensive
program that will provide adequate calories and
micronutrients necessary to maintain the integrity of high
energy functioning systems within the body, including
COPD itself.
Dr. Tom Petty
The Fisherman’s Prayer
God grant that I may fish
Until my dying day;
And when it comes to my last cast
I then most humbly pray,
When in the Lord’s safe landing net
I’m peacefully asleep,
That in His mercy I may be judged
Good enough to keep.

Culinary Medicine’s Top Ten Foods
Dr. John La Puma, is a physician and graduate of
the Cooking and Hospitality Institute of Chicago. You
may visit his web site at www.chefmd.com for his
advice on eating well – which he calls culinary
medicine. Dr. LaPuma thinks you should use these
foods frequently in your menus:
1. Beans
2. Broccoli
3. Tomatoes
4. Olive oil
5. Yogurt
6. Walnuts
7. Chilies
8. Chocolate
9. Spices such as turmeric and cinnamon
10. Sardines
January/February 2010

Beans and broccoli may cause gas or bloating which
may hamper your breathing, so if this is the case,
scratch these off the list!
The National Institutes of Health recently
announced the results of a study that showed that
eating leafy green vegetables, folate (folic acid found
in fruits and vegetables) and some multivitamins could
serve as protective factors against lung cancer in
current and former smokers. The multivitamin
supplements that are rich in phytochemicals, such as
vitamin C, carotenoids, lutein, folic acid and vitamins
A and K – the same agents present in leafy greens,
seemed to be of benefit.

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Income Tax Time Is Here Again
It’s time for our annual income tax article!
If you are an oxygen user, you may be able to take the
cost of the electricity used to operate your concentrator
as a medical deduction. Check with whoever prepares
your annual income tax return if you can or would
benefit from taking this deduction. This is how you
compute the cost:
1. Look at the label on your concentrator. It states the
number of volts and amps the concentrator uses. If not
found on the concentrator, look for it in the manual
or ask your oxygen provider. As an example, we will
use 115 volts at 4 amps. To convert to watts (W),
multiply volts and amps: 115 volts x 4 amps = 460 W.
2. Next, calculate the number of kilowatt (KW) hours you
use per year. Multiply the watts your concentrator uses
by .001 KW/W to convert watts to kilowatts. In our
example, 460 W x .001 KW/W = 0.46 W
3. Multiple this answer by 24 hours/day x 365 days/year
if you are a continuous user. If you do not always have
your oxygen on, multiply by the average number of
hours used per day and then by 365 days/year. To
continue the example, 0.46 KW x 24 hours/day x 365
days/year = 4,029.6 KWH/Y. This is the kilowatt hours
you have used to run your concentrator the past year.
4. Now multiply the above result by the cost per kilowatt
hour your electric company charges you. (It may be
listed on your bill or you could call their office.) Let’s
say they charge you 8 cents per kilowatt hour (prices
vary widely depending on the region in which you live).
To finish our example, 4,029.6 KWH/Y x $0.08 =
$322.27. This is the amount of electricity you paid to
run your concentrator.
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If you paid for travel oxygen, a portable nebulizer or
oximeter, it may also be considered a medical expense.
Other possible deductions you may want to investigate:
• An air conditioner that is necessary for relief from
allergies or other respiratory ailments or any
detachable humidifiers or air cleaners.
• Medical conferences related to the chronic illness
of the taxpayer, spouse or dependent. Meals and
lodging while attending the conference are
nondeductible.
• Medical equipment and supplies sold without
a prescription, including needles, bandages or devices
such as glucometers to check blood sugar levels.
• Smoking cessation programs and prescribed drugs to
alleviate nicotine withdrawal are deductible.
• Transportation costs to obtain medical care such as
ambulance service, bus, taxi, train, plane fares,
parking fees, tolls and use of personal vehicle at
24 cents per mile or actual cost of gas and oil. You
may also be able to deduct the cost of equipment for
your car needed to transport a scooter or wheelchair.
• Wheelchairs and motorized scooters if not already
paid for by insurance. Cost of ramps, wider doorways
or hallways, railings, support bars, modified
door hardware and other bathroom or kitchen
modifications to accommodate you and your
scooter or wheelchair.
To see the government guidelines concerning medical
expense deductions, please visit the Internet site:
www.irs.gov/publications/p502/ar02.html.
April 15th comes up faster every year, give yourself
plenty of time to prepare your return.

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Quit Smoking for Good!
A lady came into the hospital with an acute respiratory problem after having smoked for over 60 years.
When asked if she smoked, she answered, yes, but I quit
yesterday when I was admitted, expecting that statement
would make her condition go away. Unfortunately, it
doesn’t work like that. Even when men have set their
beards on fire and women have had lungs removed for
cancer, they return to smoking cigarettes.
You have to be ready to quit. Everyone around you
wants you to quit smoking but you don’t want to. It won’t
work if you are not committed to quitting.
Decide when and how you want to quit. Be sure to pick
a time when you don’t anticipate excessive pressure at
home or work. There are medications available, as well
as nicotine replacement products. Check with your
physician who may know of programs in your state that
will provide these for free.
Be prepared to miss it – you are giving up something
that your mind and body are used to and that you
enjoy on many levels. It is an addiction.
Throw out all of your cigarettes, lighters, ashtrays,
matches and anything that makes smoking possible.
Studies have shown the greatest success rates come

when you combine some type of medication or nicotine
replacement product with a support group. Tell everyone
you know that you are planning to quit. Quitting is
easier when you have support from your family and
friends. Find a local program that is teaching smoking
cessation to be with others who are planning on kicking
the habit.
Prepare for urges to smoke. Keep gum on hand, go for
a walk, exercise and figure out the best way to distract
yourself when you crave a cigarette. Substitute drinking
glasses of water or relaxation techniques.
Reward yourself! For every day you don’t smoke, set
aside the money you would have spent on the cigarettes
– for you. Don’t pay a bill – this money would have
already been spent buying the pack of smokes – spend
it on yourself. You deserve it. Go for a month without
smoking – that’s saving say $5/day. You would have $150
to treat yourself!
One day at a time – set short term goals. If you
can make it through the first week, your chance of
remaining smoke-free increase substantially.
You will find many local and online programs that will
help you with your goal. Good luck! You can do it!

Reducing the Stress of a Chronic Illness
Try these tips for a more relaxed 2010!
• Change how you see things. It isn’t the stressful
situation that causes the problem; it’s your attitude
toward the situation and how you react to it.
• Try to solve a problem that comes up. If between you
and someone else, talk it out and negotiate a
resolution. If it is a barrier to something you want
to do, find a way around it!
• Organize your life. Eliminate unnecessary activities,
do the most important and the most difficult of your
tasks first.
• Assess your skills – are you using all your strengths?
• Calm your sense of urgency. You are not running a
race but living a life. You have only now to improve
the quality of the present moment.
• Escape for a while. We all need time out to renew
ourselves and gain perspective.
• Don’t try to be a superperson. You can’t be perfect.
Give the best of your effort and ability, but don’t feel
guilty if you can’t achieve the impossible.
January/February 2010

• Consider changing your diet. Caffeine, sugar and poor
nutrition can elevate your level of tension.
• Keep moving! Exercise increases the level of
endorphins in the body, calms the mind and
releases tension.

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Calling Dr. Bauer …

Dr. Michael Bauer

Dear Dr Bauer
I know they are supposed to be the same, but are you sure the new inhalers
work as well as the old ones?
Emily from Florida
Many of my patients are convinced that some of the newer albuterol
metered dose inhalers (MDIs) just don’t work as well as their old inhaler. For
many years, the propellant (carrier compound to which albuterol is attached)
in the MDI canister was a chlorofluorocarbon (CFC). The use of this
compound (also found in air conditioners and refrigerators) has recently been
banned by international agreement to minimize air pollution. Newer MDIs
use hydrofluoroalkane (HFA). That is why the newer inhalers frequently have
the label HFA written on them. All the newer HFA inhalers come out of the
canister with a softer puff and they also feel distinctly warmer. I think this
equates with patients feeling like there is just not the same amount of
medicine. The drug companies have done many studies to make sure that the
doses of delivered albuterol are equivalent.
Many patients are also convinced that one brand of albuterol works
better than another. This may be true, but I think it’s like saying “Honda is
a better car that a Ford.” I think they both get you where you want to go and
the primary difference in the drive depends on the driver.
The same can be said for inhalers. The most crucial benefit from all inhalers
depends on proper technique and delivery. At every visit, my pulmonary
patients have their technique reviewed with our respiratory therapists! If you
think your inhalers are not working right, please ask you doctor, therapist or
nurse to review your technique. Also, make sure your MDI is not empty!
Question for Dr. Bauer? You may write to him at The Pulmonary Paper, PO Box
877, Ormond Beach, FL 32175 or by email at info@pulmonarypaper.org.

Flu News

Pulmonary Rehabilitation Week

After America returned to work, reported cases of
H1N1 flu increased the week after Christmas. President
Obama issued a proclamation asking all Americans who
have not already done so to get vaccinated against the flu.
The fears over adverse side effects of the H1N1 vaccine
have not materialized.
With an estimated 136 million doses available, officials
at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are
urging even seniors to get the vaccine. Because of their
lifelong exposure to more flu strains, seniors were believed
less likely to catch H1N1 and many seniors postponed
immunizations when supplies were scarce.
How can you tell if it is a cold or the flu? Cold symptoms include runny nose, sinus aches and headaches. With
the flu, you are also likely to experience body aches, a
sore throat and possibly diarrhea and vomiting. Don’t wait
to check with your physician, call at your first symptom.

The American Association for Cardiovascular and
Pulmonary Rehabilitation will celebrate Pulmonary
Rehabilitation Week, March 14-21, 2010. Their theme
is “Every Breath Brings Success.” Check with your
program directors for activities at your local hospitals
and enjoy!
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ED Medication, Cialis, Dilates Lung Vessels Too!
We’ve heard this from members for years, but it was
recently publicized in an Orlando, Florida, newspaper,
that a young preschool teacher has found help for her
pulmonary hypertension – by taking erectile dysfunction
medication. Cialis, a drug that opens the blood vessels
in the penis, also dilates the blood vessels in the lungs.
We bet she keeps the pharmacy staff on their toes!

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Fibrosis File
Help Is on the Way
NeoPharm, Inc. has filed an investigational new drug
application with the FDA for the treatment of Idiopathic
Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF). The company plans to start a
Phase I clinical study in which the drug, now called
IL13-PE, will be administered as an aerosol. NeoPharm
expects to conduct the study at six to eight sites with
32 patients. The study’s objective will be to assess the
safety and the maximum-tolerated dose of the drug, along
with its efficacy in patients with advanced IPF.
How many Americans have IPF? Currently, over
80,000, most of whom were first diagnosed between the
ages of 40 to 70 years, with more than two thirds over
60 years old. As with most of our lung diseases, we have
no cure for IPF.
You are probably taking prednisone to decrease
inflammation and an antifibrotic agent, such as N-acetylL-cystein. You may also take immunosuppressive drugs
that inhibit or prevent activity of the immune system. Your
physician is probably encouraging you to participate in
clinical trials and possibly investigating the feasibility of
having a lung transplant. IPF may not be the only
medical problem you are dealing with, so your doctor is

concentrating on the other problems too. If you also have
heart disease or gastric reflux disease, we call those
co-morbidities.
It always helps to talk to others with similar problems.
We encourage you to seek them out through your local
pulmonary rehabilitation program, Lung Association
Office or on the Internet. There is safety – and power –
in numbers!
You may find support groups in your area specifically for those with pulmonary fibrosis by contacting:
The Coalition for Pulmonary Fibrosis
http://coalitionforpf.org
or 1-888-222-8541
The Pulmonary Fibrosis Foundation
www.pulmonaryfibrosis.org
or 1-312-587-9272
American Lung Association, www.lungusa.org is the
organization’s web site which will give you information
on the closest office to you.
Find online support at: www.dailystrength.org/c/
Pulmonary-Fibrosis/support-group or www.mdjunction.
com/pulmonary-fibrosis.
If you have been recently diagnosed with IPF, you may
download an informative booklet at the American
College of Chest Physicians web site at www.chest
net.org/accp/patient-guides/idiopathic-pulmonaryfibrosis-and-you.

Pulse Oximetry at a low discount price!

Call for special pricing for
Pulmonary Paper members

January/February 2010
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Ask Mark …

Mark Mangus, RRT
EFFORTS Board

Otto from EFFORTS is confused
about oxygen that comes in gas
tanks, liquid reservoirs or concentrators and asks Mark what is the
best type of oxygen system to use.
Mark advises, “While all oxygen
systems have their positive and negative points, the "best" system for a
given individual is one that will
meet their oxygen needs. In the end,
it doesn't matter how small, lightweight, easy to handle, easy to fill,
long-lasting a system is, nor how
many bells and whistles it has, if it
doesn't provide adequate oxygen
delivery to keep you saturated to a
minimum acceptable level under all
conditions 'possible', then it is not a
good system for you! That is the universal rule that doesn't change from
one system to the next. Unfortunately, there is no single system that
is best for everyone.”
Annie from Florida asks should we
have a periodic lung scan to pick up
anything an X-ray may miss?
Mark replies, “Chest x-rays are
able to illuminate acute processes
within the lungs like pneumonias and
congestive heart failure. As far as
showing anything definitive or
subtle about changes in emphysema,
8

a CT scan is really the study that
needs to be done. Since CT scans
involve exposure to radiation many
times the dose of a chest x-ray, there
is controversy currently about the
wisdom of regular or frequent CT
scans simply to monitor a condition
as emphysema. Even the chest x-ray
is not necessary or as helpful as a
Pulmonary Function Test (PFT) in
monitoring the progression of
COPD. A chest x-ray does detect
many other problems that can
accompany the COPD diagnosis.
So it is likely the better test of the
radiation choices.”
What settings on an exercise bike
should one use?
Mark tells us, “Every bike type
and brand has a different mechanism
to measure intensity and distance.
Even identical models of the same
brand can have significant differences
between them. Rather than target a
particular setting, simply try to maintain the greatest speed that you can
for the duration of your ride. Better
yet, as you get more biking time
under your belt, try interval training.

Mark Mangus is very proud of
his daughter Kim who not only is
a respiratory therapy student, but
the recipient of a lung transplant
for cystic fibrosis. They recently
attended the American Association
of Respiratory Care together –
as colleagues!
www.pulmonarypaper.org

Go at a steady speed and moderate
intensity for a segment of time, then
‘sprint’ for a segment of time, then
drop back to your former speed, then
repeat the ‘sprint. Increase the
respective periods as tolerated.
I recommend working to achieve
a total time before you work to
achieve high intensity. If you can ride
slowly for 30 minutes, that’s better
than going like gang-busters for
3 minutes over the same number of
days. Folks tend to focus on a specific
acceptable duration rather than
working toward their personal best.
Doing the latter can lead you to
short-change yourself – stopping at
too short a duration and too low an
intensity to be able to achieve the
kind and amount of conditioning you
wish to achieve. It’s always better to
gain more conditioning than you
necessarily need, than to gain less!”
Donna from New York was told
she could not travel by air because
of blebs in her lung and asks why.
Mark answers, “A bleb is a weakness or out-pouching of lung tissue.
A common misconception is that
blebs will somehow be at risk for
exploding through pressure and
expansion changes. The opposite is
actually true. While going diving, the
pressure within the blebs increases as
you go deeper and certainly can
explode. When you travel up into the
atmosphere, where pressure is less,
the pressure within blebs is also
less. The only way a bleb would be
at risk for ‘popping,’ is if the decrease
in pressure caused your airways to
become obstructed. The gas from
within the bleb would be prevented
from getting out.”
Mark Mangus RRT, BSRC, is a member of the
Medical Board of EFFORTS (the online support
group, Emphysema Foundation For Our Right To
Survive, www.emphysema.net). He generously
donates his time to answer members’ questions.
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Sick Lungs Don’t Show

Oxygen To Go rents the new

Adapted from a 1998 EFFORTS brochure by Edna Fiore
I may not look sick, but … I have Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD.) What is COPD? It includes such illnesses as
emphysema, chronic bronchitis and sometimes asthma. It is primarily
characterized by extreme shortness of breath.

Inogen One system to oxygen
dependent travelers. By air, by
bus, by train, or cruise line,
patients who need a
reliable, light-weight,

Living with COPD is very restrictive. It means having to avoid
strong odors, smoke, flowers, perfumes, cleaning agents, paints,
solvents, vehicle exhaust, shaving lotion, bath powders, incense.
I also have to avoid temperature extremes or wind, crowds, molds
and dusty places because they make me short of breath.

portable source
of oxygen …

Physically. Living with COPD can mean having difficulty walking up
stairs or inclines, not walking very far; being unable to rush or
“be rushed;” tiring easily– especially if things last too long; being
unable to tolerate tight clothing; and the inability to talk for any
length of time.

Socially. Living with COPD can mean coughing in public which
attracts attention and embarrasses me; having to use or wear devices
or equipment or take medication which invites public comment
(oxygen, cold weather masks, inhalers); being concerned (often
excessively) about contact with cold or flu germs; and having my
friends make short, pleasant, smokeless visits.

Emotionally. Living with COPD can mean crying easily, angering
easily, becoming frustrated and impatient because I can’t do the things
I used to do; feeling resentful when others tell me, “You don’t look
sick.” COPD can cause me to be panicky and tense, and to become
dependent and demanding because it’s frightening when I can’t
breathe.

COPD affects my family. By having to adapt to my physical,
emotional, social and environmental needs and limitations, often
having to leave social functions earlier than they wish because of me
or sometimes never getting there and by having to check out all of the
details in advance, getting places early and all the while having to
remain calm and reassuring at all times on my account.

Please remember,
I may not look sick but –
Sick Lungs Don’t Show!

January/February 2010
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Sharing the Health

Receive a Free One Year Membership
Contribute a picture or tip on how you COPE with
COPD! Send to The Pulmonary Paper, PO Box 877,
Ormond Beach, FL 32175. Include your name/address.

I am a COPD patient using oxygen 24/7. I enjoy and
learn from each issue of the Pulmonary Paper. Could
anyone tell me if there are hair permanents for COPD
patients that would be safer and less caustic than the ones
that are currently used in beauty shoppes?
Secondly, we need to paint the interior walls of our
home. Can you recommend a paint for plaster board
walls? The curing process of the paint has become overpowering for me for several days even after it has dried.
Thanks for any help you can send my way!
Carol Appleby, Bedford, Indiana

Selma Kinney from California wants to keep involved
and recently got up the nerve to ride a cart in a supermarket. She writes, “I got into one with my tank, purse
and cane and to my surprise, it went just fine for a short
while. Then it slowed down as I was on my way to the
fresh veggies! Half way there, a nice man came and put
his hand on my shoulder and said, ‘Honey, you are trying to take the bread cart with you!’ After backing up and
untangling my oxygen tubing, I had a good laugh with
all the people there. When I got my shopping done, even
the cashier had heard about it!”

I carry my M6 tanks in a backpack with wheels. When
I get to the car, I put the backpack behind the front seat
and drape the cannula over the seat so I can use it in the
front. It has relieved the pain in my shoulders and back!
Lee Aleksa , Peoria, AZ

If you qualify, the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services has funds to help families pay their
heating bills. For more information, contact the National
Energy Assistance Referral at 1-866-674-6327 or the
Eldercare Locator at 1-800-677-1116.
Don’t forget to wear a hat
when going out in the cold
weather. A hat is particularly important to wear because a large portion of
body heat loss is through
the head. Wear several
layers of warm loose
clothing to help trap
warm air between the layers.

Everyone enjoyed the cartoon in out last issue – to see
more: http://copd-support.com/ancil/a_toons.html.
Judy from Iowa wants you to know, if a pulmonary
rehabilitation program is not available in your area, you
can exercise right in your own living room. The first thing
you need to do is to find out how long you can keep
moving – without taking a break.You could walk to the
bathroom and back five times or march in place in front
of the TV. When you determine what that time is – say
three minutes – you need to exercise for three minutes
at least twice a day and preferably more. After you’ve
gotten to the point where you’re comfortable doing that,
then add distance or time. Your initial goal could be to
move for 30 minutes without stopping. It may take you
a very long time to get there, and some folks never do,
but I can guarantee you that you will feel better and
it will be easier to do the ordinary things required
for living.
Jim Nelson made a video on exercise for the Arizona
Lung Association that he has put on You Tube –
www.youtube.com/user/breatheeasyaz#p/u/0/
J5zy0fFWeVw
10

According to their press release, Uptake Medical
Corp., a developer of medical technologies for the nonsurgical treatment of emphysema, announced that the first
patients were treated in its VAPOR trial.
Working through a bronchoscope, they hope to
achieve the same results you would have if you
underwent lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS).
People who have emphysema primarily in the upper lobes
of their lungs proved to gain the most benefit from LVRS.
There is more information including a video available on
their website, www.uptakemedical.com. A phone
number was not available.

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Desire to Help Sparks Helpful Idea for Winter
Nancy Pearsall has a need to help others. She was about
to start graduate school for Social Work, at the age of 47,
when she was diagnosed with COPD and began using
supplemental oxygen. Her career plans were put on hold
as she began to cope with living with lung disease. She
is from Michigan, where it has been known to be a
little chilly. When she watched her friends struggle with
, to protect
the cold, she devised the BreathWarmers™
against the harsh weather. The product also gave
Nancy the warm fuzzy feeling she craves! She says,
“Pulmonary patients need and become a large extended
family, and when we see others who need help, we try
to fix it.”
BreathWarmers™ are:
• Ideal for COPD patients, cardiac conditions, asthma
and other lung issues. Also great for runners, hunters
and winter sport enthusiasts;
• Made of soft, comfortable polar fleece with adjustable
Velcro closures;
• Gathered elastic over nose to keep snug and helps
eliminate “fogging” of glasses;
• Also keep ears and neck warm;

LifeChoice

R

Oxygen Concentrator

• Can be pulled down easily when coming indoors and
looks like an attractive scarf, available in six
different colors;
• Are easily washed and dried (fasten Velcro first to
prevent lint build-up).
BreathWarmers™ are available for $15.95 plus $2.95
for shipping. For further information call 1-810-653-8006
or visit www.breathwarmers.com.
BreathWarmers™
P.O. Box 121
Davison, MI 48423

On Oxygen? Take Control!
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Nonin’s
Personal Pulse
Oximeter

by Inova Labs

Free
Lanyard
with
Purchase

Quality of life you deserve with the performance
and mobility you require.

Live Life Independently
Now with over 5 hours of Battery Life

ONLY

Quiet and Light - under 5 lbs.

$

99

Approved as both Portable and Stationary
No cart required

As always,
free shipping!

Patented Sleep Mode Technology

Now FAA
Approved!

Call today!

For more information,

contact Bob Ellis with Inova Labs
508-341-3835 or BobEllis@charter.net

www.LifeChoiceOxygen.com
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1-888-648-7250 • www.rxstat.net
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Amtrak Travel Very Accommodating
John from New York recently took a trip on Amtrak
from Buffalo to New York City with his POC and a
scooter. John had an outlet right at his seat and was able
to recharge both the scooter and all four of the
batteries he took along!

Traveling Tales
Accessible Valentine’s Day Travel Get-Aways
In case you use a wheelchair or scooter, Elizabeth Paul
from Oregon has some suggestions where you and your
sweetie can go out for Valentine’s Day! They are from
Cindy Harrington of www.barrierfreetravels.com for
Wheelers and Slow Walkers:
• Located just outside Columbia, Maryland, the Inn at
Peralynna (tel. 410/715-4600; www.peralynna.com)
is a European manor home that includes the
accessible Peacock Suite.
• If you’d prefer a big city getaway, check out Southmoreland on the Plaza (tel. 816/531-7979; www.
southmoreland.com), located in the heart of Kansas
City’s arts and entertainment district.
• Head down to Mount Dora, Florida, and
check out the Heron Cay
Lakeview B&B (tel.
352/383-4050; www.
heroncay.com). Built in
1995, this lovely Victorian manor includes the
charms of yesteryear, yet
it’s equipped with a bevy of
modern access features.

Ways to Secure a POC in Your Vehicle
When Gloria from Canada applied for a handicapped parking permit, she received a letter stating,
“It is recommended the vehicle be fitted with some type
of device to secure and stabilize the position of the
equipment.” Her husband uses a Respironics EverGo
POC and strapping it in the seat belt didn’t work so
she turned to EFFORTS, www.emphysema.net, for
some answers.
Among the answers she received: Slip the carrying belt
over the top of the seat; use a dog seat belt; try a
newborn’s safety seat; try a man’s leather belt, bungee
cords or good old duct tape! Maggie from Illinois
suggested getting a latch belt sewn onto to the POC case
like those found on the back of a child’s car seat.

Rx Stat Respiratory will match or beat anyone’s prices on oxygen equipment!
Sequal’s Eclipse
Smallest
continuous
flow POC. 3LPM
continuous
and 6LPM
pulse

Invacare® XPO2™
Lightest POC at
6 lbs.! 5LPM pulse
See demos of POCs
on YouTube.com,
search “Rx Stat”
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Respironic’s
EverGo
Best battery life,
8 hours at 2LPM
6LPM pulse

Rx Stat will beat anyone’s price
on a new portable concentrator.

Respironic’s
Everflo™ Quiet with
Oxygen Purity Indicator
Small form, 30 lb.
stationary unit ($799
delivered). Great for after
your Medicare rental!

We also rent POCs for travel:
$395 for first 10 days, $295 for each
additional 10 days–includes shipping!

And we buy and sell
used portable concentrators.
Call for availability!
www.pulmonarypaper.org

1-888-648-7250
www.rxstat.net
Volume 21, Number 1

Good News Bad News in Airline Oxygen News
The bad news is that more airlines are opting not to
supply oxygen to their passengers, although they will
allow you to use your portable oxygen concentrator.
Airlines who do not supply oxygen: Continental, Delta,
Northwest, Southwest, US Airways, AirTran, Frontier
Airlines, Jet Blue, MidWest, Virgin America.
Airlines who do supply oxygen: American Airlines
($100 fee per segment), United ($125 fee per segment);
Virgin Atlantic (no charge).
Alaska Airlines will provide supplemental oxygen on
flights within the state of Alaska and between Alaska and
Seattle, WA, or Portland, OR. It is not available on
other Alaska Airlines’ routes or on Horizon Air.
The good news is four more portable oxygen
concentrators are now approved by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to be used during flight.
Passengers may bring any of eleven different POCs aboard
aircraft – with the approval of the airline. The newly
approved POCs are:
DeVilbiss Healthcare Inc.’s iGo
International Biophysics Corporation’s LifeChoice
Inogen Inc.’s Inogen One G2 and
Oxlife LLC’s Oxlife Independence.
These units join AirSep Corporation’s LifeStyle and
FreeStyle:
Inogen’s Inogen One
SeQual Technologies’ Eclipse
Philips Respironics Inc.’s EverGo
Delphi Medical Systems’ Delphi POC and
Invacare Corporation’s XPO2.
We will bring you a comparison of the eleven POCs
in our next issue.

A Good Travel Tip for Your Seat on a Plane
When you are making your airline reservations, there
are web sites where you can find detailed information
about the seats on the plane. Ideally, you should be able
to plug in your portable oxygen
concentrator but you first need to
be sitting in a seat with an outlet! Check it out at www.
seatguru.com, www.seat
expert.com,
www.seat
maestro.com or www.
airlinequality.com.
January/February 2010

Get Up and Go2
featuring

Sea Puffers Cruises
We take the worry out of
traveling with oxygen!

Call to book your
individual trip or
join us on our upcoming
group cruises!
n

March 10–20, 2010
There may still be room to cruise with John
Goodman RRT from TransTracheal Oxygen!
Leave Fort Lauderdale for a 10-day trip to the
Caribbean aboard the Ruby Princess!

n

May 9–19, 2010
Celebrate Mother’s Day as we take the trip of a
lifetime from Rome aboard Holland America’s
msEurodam to see the Roman Empire. You will
see Dubrovnik, Croatia; Corfu, Katakolon,
Piraeus and Santorini, Greece; Ephesus, Turkey;
and Messina, Sicily. We will also be touring Rome
before sailing!

n

July 11–18, 2010 (Cruise line change)
Everyone’s favorite trip – the Inner Passage of
Alaska! Cruise from Seattle for 7 days to see the
wonders of the glaciers and the last frontier on
the Sapphire Princess!

n

September 26–October 7, 2010
Holland America’s msEurodam sails for 10 days
from New York to see the fall foliage of Canada
and New England. You will end in Quebec City
after visiting New England and several stops
in Canada.

For more information,
please visit www.seapuffers.com

Or call 1-866-673-3019
to join the fun!

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Benefits of Exercise
Shortness of breath during exercise isn’t a matter of air
supply as much as blood supply to the muscles. When you
exercise, the heart pumps more blood, the lungs take in
more air to meet the muscles’ increased oxygen demands.
During an unaccustomed increase in activity, the heart
and lungs temporarily can’t deliver enough oxygen to the
muscles. Muscles then burn carbohydrates anaerobically (meaning without oxygen), producing lactic acid.
More carbon dioxide is produced and you breathe faster
to expel it. The result is shortness of breath.
As you become fit through exercise, you accumulate
less lactic acid at a given level of exertion because you
have raised your anaerobic threshold. You’ve enhanced
the capacity of your heart and blood vessels to deliver
oxygen to your muscles. Exercise also enhances muscle
fibers’ ability to use oxygen.
Improving your “wind” takes time, and comes automatically with training. If you don’t exercise regularly,
your breathing may be quick and shallow when you work
out. The more you train, the more efficient your breathing becomes. You’ll settle into an easy respiratory pace
that suits you.
Exercise can lower blood pressure, improve your lipid
metabolism and may drop your total cholesterol. Diabetic
patients metabolize glucose better and may require less
insulin. Oxygen uptake in the arms and legs is improved.
Benefits to your cardiovascular system include decreasing your resting heart rate. All great benefits!

Happiness: The Art of Making a Bouquet with
the Flowers in Reach
All too often, people with lung disease feel depressed
by their daily limitations. Quantum Health Resources
offers these tips.
• Change your routine. Get up earlier in the morning,
read the newspaper; change your hairstyle; try new
shops; take a different route home.
• Socialize at a book club or with a potluck supper
group – it is an easy way to be with friends.
• Write a long letter or call an old friend or classmate
you’ve lost touch with over the years.
• Take a class: gourmet cooking, interior design.
• Try a new hobby – whatever strikes your fancy! Catch
up on a project you have never finished as putting
together a photo album or organizing a closet.
• Do something thoughtful for someone else.
• Adopt a pet from the local humane society. You will
save a life and bring joy and companionship into your
own home.
• Volunteer your time for a meaningful cause – get
involved! Teach someone to read, help out at church.
• Buy that ticket to a concert, play or ballet. Better yet,
buy two, invite a friend for a random act of kindness.
• Experiment with new ways to eat nutritiously.
Make an exotic fruit salad, substitute yogurt for sour
cream in your favorite dips; grill a chicken breast
marinated in lime juice. When your diet is healthy,
your mood and outlook are likely to follow!

Asthma Is Treatable So Treat It!
Asthma educators recently met to discuss what is the
hardest concept to covey to those with asthma and their
families? We thought we would help them out and give
you a few of their answers!
Most people have a hard time taking their inhalers on
a daily basis. They feel they do not need them since they
have no symptoms. They do not understand, they have
no symptoms because they are taking their inhalers every
day! Asthma is a treatable disease.
Too many people feel they can rely on the emergency
room for their asthma. They do not take their medicine
as prescribed and think they can go to the hospital where
they will be taken care of.
People with asthma should be using a peak flow
meter every day to monitor their flow rates.
The numbers will decrease when the airways begin to close
14

down, even before you feel any symptoms. You will have
a head start in treating an infection before it becomes
an issue.
Many people use their rescue inhalers inappropriately. Instead of using their albuterol inhaler 15 minutes to 30 minutes before an activity, they use it on a
scheduled basis or too many times throughout the day.
Use the “P” Phrase – Prior Preparation Prevents Poor
Performance. Don’t go out in the rain with a closed
umbrella and then open it up after you get wet!
People with asthma and parents of children with
asthma do not see it as a serious problem and tend to not
take recommendations for treatment seriously.
A web site, www.asthmaandallergyfriendly.com, offers
interactive tips, tools and downloadable materials to make
your home safer for those with asthma and allergies.

www.pulmonarypaper.org
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Go Get ’Em, Candice!
Respiratory Therapist Candice “Bergen”
Newberry is not celebrating her birthday,
but had a night out before being deployed
to Afghanistan – again. She and a handful
of allied health professionals will be involved
in establishing a hospital near the front lines
to provide care for our troops. We are very
proud of her and pray for her safe return.
The Air Force is very lucky to have Candice
on their team!

My ‘hut away from home’ in
Kyrgyzstan!

If you would like to write and keep her
informed about her beloved Miami
Dolphins, what is new on the Survivor TV
Reality Show or other news from the
States, her address is:
Candice Newberry
451 EAES
FPO AE 09372
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Respiratory News
In a project that will help understand the causes of lung
disease, researchers at the University of Western Australia
have identified five common genetic variations which
affect lung function. Good news for those with Alpha One
Emphysema, an inherited form of the disorder, a new type
of gene therapy may help stop its progression. Research
from the Boston University School of Medicine published
in the Journal of Clinical Investigation, replaced the
defective gene with a normal one in mice with Alpha One.
The emphysema was treated successfully in the mice for
two years.
Asthmatic smokers who quit the habit can reverse
lung damage that exacerbates their breathing
difficulties, regardless of how long and how often they
smoked in the past, a Dutch study found. The lungs
of asthmatics who stopped smoking were in similar
condition to those of asthmatics who never smoked,
based on a several measurements of lung health, said a
report in the American Journal of Respiratory and
Critical Care Medicine.

A 50-year-old woman is one of the few in the world
to use a new portable artificial lung to extend her life while
waiting for a lung transplant. A standard respiratory ventilator was no longer effective. Bypassing her lungs, the
device oxygenated her blood directly through a two-way
connection to a vein in her chest at New York-Presbyterian
Hospital. It made her transplant surgery a success.
Patients taking tiotropium bromide (Spiriva) for
COPD appear to be at a decreased risk for death and
cardiovascular events compared with placebo, researchers
reported in the January issue of CHEST. The FDA has also
expanded approval for the Spiriva Handihaler to be used
to reduce symptoms during flare ups of COPD.
What medications do you take? As reported in the
Journal of Hospital Medicine, 96 percent of the 50 patients
surveyed, left out at least one drug when asked to list their
medications, on average, they omitted seven medications.
Plus, 44 percent of the patients thought they were taking
a medication that had not been prescribed. Keep a list!

